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Thank you for booking your Photography Experience with Chrysalis Photography and welcome to our Step by Step Guide.  Here you will      

discover who and where we are along with ways to make the most out of your time with us. In this guide we will try to cover everything from 

clothing to props along with simple ways to make your final product both timeless and unique to you and your family.

WELCOME
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We are Chrysalis Photography, a husband and wife team of Chris and Allie Langham.  We started our photography business in a mock up 

studio in the spare bedroom of our house in 2007 and have had an amazing journey since then, finally landing at our current studio located 

at Renishaw Hall in Derbyshire in 2014. With a Sales and Marketing background of over 25 years, we set up our business wishing to offer the 

best possible service and quality of product that was available. And now we have a fantastic team around us to help continue with our strive 

for excellence.

ABOUT US
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We pride ourselves in the quality of both 

our service and our products.  From our first 

contact, to your arrival at Renishaw Hall for the 

start of your Photography Experience, to the 

day you leave with beautiful wall art tucked 

under your arm, we aim to provide you with the 

highest level of service.  And we hope you will 

tell your friends about your experience. 

Our products are bespoke and handcrafted 

and are made in the UK.  All of our images 

are hand retouched and our wall products 

and books are of the highest quality materials 

ready to hang on the wall or display on your 

coffee table.  You will be showing them off for 

years to come.

OUR QUALITY

OUR PRODUCTS
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We are based at the stunning stately home of Renishaw Hall in 

Derbyshire, home to the Sitwell Family for the last 400 years.  Our 

state of the art studio, once the carriage house, is located in the 

historic Stable Courtyard along with a seasonal Cafe, and a gift shop.  

There is plenty of parking at the Hall and entry to the car park is free. 

Please note, that if using a Sat Nav you may be directed to the back 

entrance that leads you through the cricket ground and farm.  Please 

ensure you arrive through the main gates of Renishaw which is just 

500 yards further down the road with the cricket ground to your right.

If arriving after hours, the gates to the property will be closed. 

However, there is an intercom for you to call us to open the gate for 

you and on leaving the property the photographer will assist with 

the gates.

LOCATION

Please use junction 30 of the M1 and head towards Renishaw 

on the A6135 Sheffield Road.  Follow the brown tourist signs to 

Renishaw Hall.  The main entrance is on Stavely Lane the B6053. 

Chrysalis Photography Studio

The Stable Courtyard

Renishaw Hall

Renishaw

Derbyshire, S21 3WB
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We like to think that our studio is a calm atmosphere and that you will feel 

relaxed and happy in our surroundings.  Our kettle is always on and coffee 

machine always perking,  ready at a moments notice and our hot drinks are 

always accompanied by a little treat!

Your experience with Chrysalis Photography starts with the very first phone 

call from one of our team here at the studio.  In that first contact, we hope 

to find out a little bit about your family; the dynamics, your personalities 

and your hobbies and interests.  The girls in the office will keep in touch 

throughout the process.  Your images are enhanced inhouse by one of our 

editing team and then when you arrive at the studio, we’ll be able to greet 

you like long lost friends!

THE STUDIO & REFRESHMENTS

THE TEAM
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We love to give you a variety of images at your viewing session, 

so bring along 2 or 3 changes of clothes for completely different 

looks.  Bring your pj’s, a pair of sunglasses, a ballet tutu, your 

sports kit or your favourite dress up! If you have specific ideas 

about group shots let us know.  Why not bring your heals, your 

mum’s heals or failing that have a rummage in our dress up box!

LET’S BE CREATIVE
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If you really have ‘nothing to wear’, then a simple plain white shirt / t-shirt / blouse is perfect for everybody.  And don’t worry, if anyone forgets, 

we have spares! Bring a dark top too if you have one – black, grey or navy – just plain without logos.  We can always make it black and white if 

they are different tones.  And if you do forget, then we’ll turn it inside out … where there’s a will there’s a way!!

IF NOTHING ELSE
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For this part of your experience we 

concentrate on light and bright, so white and 

pastel colours always work best for this bit.  

Many of our families opt for white T shirts or 

shirts with jeans or light trousers, as this style 

allows for clean and contrasting fun images. 

One of the group could always add a bright 

colour - especially the oldest or youngest, 

but always bring a light shirt in case of too 

much of a clash. Remember ladies, shirts and 

blouses with long sleeves are best if you’re 

worried about showing off your arms.

We do try and concentrate on dark and 

moody for part of the session too and this 

works beautifully if everyone in the session 

has darker clothing with them.  

  

Collars and polo necks look very stylish and 

distinctly iconic, so feel free to be Audrey 

Hepburn or Jimmy Dean for the day - why 

not!.     

 

Blues and reds do appear as dark grey in a 

black and white image, so you don’t all have 

to be in black necessarily.

LIGHT DARK
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Bring on the party and let your hair down!  

We want you to go all out, so anything from 

tutus to tank tops, tassels to tattoos!  Bring 

your favourite game, your craziest hobby or 

bring your dancing shoes and simply dance 

like no one is watching.  

Bring everything along because ‘CRAZY’ 

brings out ‘CREATIVITY’! Every family has 

a cool and crazy dude or dudette. If it’s 

someones birthday, bring along the cake!

FRIVOLOUS FUN
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Having a gentle colour theme for your photoshoot 

is a great idea.  We suggest that you DON’T go 

for matching outfits necessarily as this can look 

unnatural and contrived in some cases.   

If someone is wearing a bold pattern, dress the 

rest of the group in more solids, but be sure each 

carries one or more colours from the “star” outfit for 

consistency.

A coordinating colour palette (which does not 

mean the same colour) can add a real “on trend” 

look to your wall portrait.  Throwing in a check or 

a strip always helps to bring a theme together if 

you’re struggling.

CO-ORDINATION
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This is your time to shine… crawl out of  your comfort 

zone! We need to see everyone’s character, so don’t be 

afraid to show off.  Go over the top, sing, dance, play 

a tune; we all have that inner rockstar or inner diva 

within….Don’t be shy -  let them out!

DON’T BE SHY
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This experience is unique to you and your family, so we 

love to incorporate props or uniforms from hobbies or 

workplaces.  Do you have a stamp collector in your midst, do 

you love playing board games?  Are you a karate expert, or 

a nerf gun nerd, a musician or a sports nut?  Does Dad have 

a bike or a motorbike that he loves more than life?? Let him 

bring it along!

PROPS, PROPS, PROPS
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Anything goes - Scarves, hats, bows and bands all add a fun twist.  

An oversized jumper, wellies or Mum’s favourite sparkly heels add 

to an otherwise “standard” look. Pack a bag and bring the lot and 

we’ll help you coordinate, perhaps adding one of our fabulous 

graffiti backdrops for extra pazzaz!

ACCESSORISE!
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Timeless styling is key, but takes some effort to 

create.  Please have a think about what to wear in 

good time - don’t leave it to the last minute.  You’ll 

have these images for generations so don’t date 

yourself, choose classic! Crisp shirt, neat blazer and 

even a cravat.  Best bib and tucker!

Don’t keep them hidden away in your wardrobe 

just for a special occasion, bring along those little 

black dresses, cravat and pearls.  Let’s make it extra 

special.  No one needs to be a shrinking violet in our 

studio - you are all the stars of the show!

TIMELESS IS KEY

LITTLE BLACK DRESS
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Madonna didn’t get to where she is today by keeping 

everything covered. Show off your assets and the real 

you.  Add in the glamorous element, bring the shoes 

but pack the comfies & sloppy Joe too for that lazy 

weekend look.  Don’t worry, tattoos and bikinis are not 

compulsory!   

From tots to teens to shy and serene.  Just a hint of 

flawless skin can add a timeless classy look to your 

portrait collection.  But of course, if you prefer to keep 

it under wraps that’s absolutely fine and we have some 

lovely ones for you to borrow.

SHOW IT OFF

NATURAL BEAUTY
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Kids naturally run, skip, dance and jump around during 

photo sessions - they’re kids! To avoid unnecessary 

aggravation, let them be comfortable in the clothes and 

opt for apparel that accentuates their natural energy. 

Skirts, hats, scarves, and knitted sweaters allow for 

natural movement, so when the kids start getting wild, 

their clothes will look even better.

And just this once let the little darlings choose one of 

their outfits.  It’s one less thing for you to think about.  

And yes, it might not be your choice, but it will create 

the fun element. Footy kit, dress up or just their favourite 

dress. And just because we’ve taken a shot of it, you don’t 

have to buy it for your wall!

#KIDSRULE
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Dressing up is not just for the girls! Dress to impress. It’s great that 

you support your team, but keep the kit for the side-line.  Bring your 

favourite footy top by all means, but bring other clothes that show 

YOU off. Bring your Sunday best, or perhaps your uniform. Bring 

along your favourite hat or your country tweed - it’s all about YOUR 

personality.  Let us see it!

MEN & BOYS
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We encourage you to bring your four legged friends 

along too. After all, they are part of the family.  Dogs, 

guinea pigs, cats – if you love them, we’d love to see 

them. We’ve got a great location so we can split the 

session between the studio & the grounds of the Hall.

BRING YOUR PETS
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If the weather is nice and you would like to, your photographer can 

take you into the fabulous gardens here at Renishaw Hall, just let us 

know… And if the weather is being typically British then bring your 

wellies and brollies! Spring bluebells, Summer booms, Autumn leaves 

and even in crisp Winter frosts!  Snow on the ground doesn’t phase us 

all we need is a bobble hat and gloves and we can get some unique 

images for you and your family.

GOING OUTSIDE
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Layers and textures add depth to your photos. When shopping for your clothing, look for clothes and accessories with simple detailing - 

embroidery, tweed, ribbons, etc. or layer pieces to add dimension and texture. The texture is especially important if you want a lot of black and 

white shots, which naturally need more visual depth and detail than colour images. 

Also, because you’ll want to keep the pace going during your session, layering is a great way to make quick, convenient outfit changes - so pull 

off the sweater, slip on the vest and you’ve got a whole new look! Just remember that big fluffy jumpers can add pounds to the final images, so 

silks and cottons will be better to flatter your figure.

TRY FOR TEXTURE
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We love to meet your new addition to the family and our new born 

shoots are a perfect way to celebrate their arrival.  We have lots of props 

and blankets for you to use, but if you have a favourite item or heirloom 

that is special to you all, bring it along and we’ll include it in the images.  

A black and a white top for mum and dad, if you want to be included in 

the shots and we’ll have baby in his or her birthday suit.  Bring along their 

siblings too to share the love!

BABIES
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1. Avoid logos and labels as much as possible as these are the things in the image that tend to date.  Those Bob the builder t-shirts that 

little Billy loved when he was 2 years old, may be the one thing that makes you take down the image from the wall just a few years later.

2. Clothing is important, but often people forget about hair.  Have a haircut or make sure that it is tame!

3. Make sure your clothes are comfy - there’s nothing worse than an itchy jumper, a top that’s too short or jeans that are too tight!

4. Although tracksuits are for comfort around the house, they are really not for a family photo shoot.  Unless your images are sports themed, 

leave them at home.

5. Clean & manicured feet - and ladies, don’t forget to paint the toenails!

6. Double denim is only for Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers!

7. Make it classic, rather than trendy.  It might be trendy today, but luminous  

odd socks were only trendy for a season!

8. Please ensure that you know where you are coming to prior to leaving and look for the brown tourist signs to Renishaw Hall.

LAST MINUTE CHECKLIST



Chrysalis Photography

The Stable Courtyard

Renishaw Hall

Renishaw

Derbyshure

S21 3WB

0114 4040898

www.chrysalisphotogrpahy.com


